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The interplay between stochastic gene switching
and certain metronomics therapies

Abstract In this work I present some preliminary results of the exploration of
the interplay between stochastic gene switching and certain metronomics therapies.
During the research a simple model of gene-mRNA-protein network subjected to the
metronomic therapy was investigated. The results show, that the stochastic gene
switching process, especially the time expected between successive switching, plays
a significant role in determining the size of the responding cells fraction.
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1. Introduction. In the recent years, with the advances in biotechnol-
ogy and bioinformatics, more and more effort is put not only into new drugs
development, but also better understanding how they really work. This allows
for improvements of the developed drug, but also for better dosage scheduling.
Two key factors related to the drug distribution and its efficiency are the drug
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics [1]. The first one answers the ques-
tion "what the body is doing with the drug" and its effect is easy to define.
Usually, by the study of the particular drug pharmacokinetics we want to find
the answer to the question "how the drug concentration changes in time in
the particular tissue". Pharmacodynamics of the drug generally answers the
question "what the drug does with the body". Although this question seems
to be easy, it is impossible to define general quantitative measurement of the
drug pharmacodynamics. For example, comparing two pain killers efficiency
in the particular patient, it is easy to answer which one works better taking
into account subjective feelings of the patient, but it is hard to define any
quantitative indicator of such results. Fortunately there is a large group of
the drugs, whose effect is well defined, e.g. to kill unwanted cells such as can-
cer cells or block some intracellular functions such as cells replication. The
large group of the antibiotics, cytotoxic or cytostatic antitumor drugs belongs
to this group and in this work I will focus on them.
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I will consider a simple production-degradation model, which consists of
gene, mRNA and protein. The drug will increase the rate of protein degra-
dation and the desired therapeutic effect will be to lower the protein level
to the half of its initial level and keep it lowered for the specified amount of
time. If the described biological system would be a deterministic-type one can
expect that the dose-response curve will be switch-like i.e. for the doses lower
than critical, all cells will not respond, while for the doses equal or higher
than critical, all will respond to the therapy. However, in the real biological
cases we observe sigmoidal shapes, not switch-like. As we postulate in [2] the
mechanism responsible for that may be related to stochastic gene switching.

In [2] we studied the influence of the gene switching time to the size of
the responding cells fraction in the case with constant stimuli by drug. How-
ever, such dosage is only possible during in vitro experiments, not in the real
therapy. First, we assumed that the drug is given in the switch-like manner,
right to the cell, while in reality it can be delivered through oral adminis-
tration or injection. In both cases the drug concentration in the target cell
increases in time according to the pharmacokinetics of the considered drug.
The second simplification made in [2] was neglecting the drug removal from
the cell, tissue and body which results in constant drug concentration in the
considered cells. Both simplifications result in complete omission of the drug
pharmacokinetics and have the purpose to minimize the factors which may
influence the considered interplay between stochastic gene switching and the
results of drug pharmacodynamics. This makes the results clear but unrealis-
tic. Here, I modify the first model presented in the mentioned work to include
the simplified drug pharmacokinetic.

The total drug dose may be given as a single dose or, as postulated e.g.
in [3], in the metronomics fashion to minimize the side effects which are
inseparably connected with all therapies. Metronomic administration means
that the total drug dose is divided into the multiple smaller doses given to
the patient with the assumed break between successive doses. In this work I
compare the results for the single dose and four successive split-doses with
various break lengths.

2. Methods. Let us consider the Model 1 described in [2]. Stochastic
gene switching is described by the probability of the gen activation:

Prob {G(t+ dt) = G(t) + 1} = qa(2−G(t))dt,

and deactivation:

Prob {G(t+ dt) = G(t)− 1} = qdG(t)dt,

where G(t) stays for the number of active alleles and number 2 stays for the
total number of alleles in normal cells. One can notice that both processes
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are spontaneous and do not depend on any variable. Also the mRNA produc-
tion/degradation in the considered model is spontaneous thus the change of
mRNA molecules in time is described by:

d

dt
AmRNA(t) = p1G(t)− d1AmRNA(t) (1)

where AmRNA(t) stays for the number of mRNA molecules coding protein A.
Protein A production is spontaneous and its degradation may be spontaneous
(with coefficient d2) or induced by the drug (with coefficient d3). Therefore,
the change of the protein number in time is described by:

d

dt
A(t) = t1AmRNA(t)− (d2 + d3DRUG(t))A(t), (2)

where A(t) stays for the number of protein A molecules and DRUG(t) de-
scribes the drug concentration inside the cell in aM. Note that, since the
differential equation (1) has as input the stochastic process G(t), the change
of AmRNA(t) amount will be a stochastic process, and then, through Eq. (2),
the change of the A(t) number will be a stochastic process as well. More
precisely, the model belongs to the family of Piecewise Deterministic Markov
Process (PDMP) (see e.g. [4, 5] and Chapter 2 of [6]).

Table 1: Parameters of the deterministic part of the presented model. Value
of the p1, d1, t1, d2 and d3 was taken from [2], of δ1 was taken from [7] and
of p2 and δ2 was fitted in the current work.

Value Unit Description
p1 5 ∗ 10−2 num. ∗ sec−1 mRNAs production rate
d1 1.5 ∗ 10−4 sec−1 decay rate const. of the mRNAs
t1 0.1 sec−1 translation rate const.
d2 2.0822 ∗ 10−4 sec−1 spont. degradation rate const.
d3 2.085 ∗ 10−4 (aM ∗ sec)−1 drug-driven degradation const.
p2 2.6 ∗ 10−2 aM/(mg/Kg) dose convers. factor for oral deliv.
δ1 2 ∗ 10−4 sec−1 gastro-enteric release rate const.
δ2 2.315 ∗ 10−5 sec−1 elimination rate const.

In the original model the DRUG(t) was the switch-like variable which
goes from 0 to the chosen dose value and stays at this value to the end of the
simulation. In the current version of the model I changed the DRUG(t) to be
the continuous variable describing the change of the drug amount inside cells
in time. I assumed that the drug will be given through oral administration. To
simplify the model I assumed that (i) drug binding to the plasma and tissue
may be neglected, (ii) drug distribution occurs in a single compartment, (iii)
drug elimination is linear, (iv) drug import and export to the cell is very fast
so may be neglected. With these assumptions the simplest formula describing
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the DRUG(t) amount change in the cell, which takes into account the drug
pharmacokinetics after the single dose at time t = t0, takes the form:

dDRUG(t)

dt
= p2Dδ1e

−δ1(t−t0) − δ2DRUG(t), DRUG(t0) = 0, (3)

whereD is the dose (in mg·Kg−1). An easy modification of the above equation
accounts for the case of repeated administrations.

The model parameters for the deterministic part of the model are given
in the table 1

Table 2: Parameters of the presented model and corresponding T actswitch values.
* Denotes base case.

Case T actswitch (minutes) qa = qd (sec−1)
T1 1/60 1
T30 1/2 0.033
T60 1 0.0167
T1800 30 5.56E-4
T3600* 60 2.78E-4
T7200 120 1.39E-4
T14400 240 6.94E-5
T21600 360 4.63E-5
T28800 480 3.47E-5

Assuming that the expected gene state is equal to 1, the above parameters
values yield about 333 molecules of mRNA and about 160,000 molecules of
protein A per cell before the drug dosage. These numbers are in agreement
with typical experimental measurements (see e.g. [8] and [9]).

The therapeutic targets stays as before - to keep the protein level below
80,000 for at least 12 hours. To investigate how the stochastic gene switch-
ing interplay with metronomic therapy influences the size of the responding
fraction, I performed series of experiments with various break length between
the successive doses and genes switching time. The breaks were set as 6h,
12h and 24h, which corresponds to the length of time during which protein
should stay below the threshold, half and double of that time. The results
were compared to the case with only one accumulated dose.

Concerning gene switching time, as we show in [2], assuming that the
activation and deactivation propensities are equal, i.e. qd = qa, the stationary
probabilities of the gene state are equal X0 =

1
4 , X1 =

1
2 , X2 =

1
4 . This leads

to the expected value for the gene state G equal to 1, as the general formula
for it is given by:

E[G] =
2∑

n=0

nXn =
2qa

qa + qd
,
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From the equations (2), (2) we can calculate time X expected to the next
stochastic event - activation or deactivation of the single gene copy.

E[X|G(t)] = 1

qa(2−G(t)) + qdG(t)
. (4)

In the base case the parameters qa and qd were chosen so that theX is equal to
30 minutes, irrespectively of the value of G(t). Please note that the expected
value of the time to the next gene activation, given G(t) = 1 and assuming
that a deactivation does not precede the activation, is given by 1/qa (see [2])
and will be denoted by T actswitch in the base case T actswitch = 3600 seconds = 1
hour. The considered case’s name as well as the values of the corresponding
parameters of the stochastic part are given in the table 2.

Figure 1: Time courses of the model’s response and % of cells responding to the
therapy in the case with no drug given. T act

switch = 60 min

3. Results. In each case I performed the numerical simulations for 1000
cells and the total drug dose equal to 100 mg/kg, starting from the same
initial conditions and then waiting 24h before the first drug dose, to ensure
the heterogeneity of the population. Then, in the case with metronomic dosage
three more successive doses were given with the chosen time break between
them (6, 12 or 24h). The whole simulation lasts for 144h, which means that
after the single dose we wait for 5 days or 2 days after the last dose in
metronomic case. The whole procedure was repeated for each of the T actswitch

value given in table 2. The median, 1st and 3rd quartile for the gene state
mRNA and the protein amount were gathered as well as the drug level in a
single cell and % of cells responding to the therapy. The total drug dose was
chosen as a critical case in which the deterministic approximation chooses the
responding solution after the single dose.
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Figure 2: Time courses of the model’s response in the case with the single drug dose.
T act
switch = 60 min

Figure 3: Time courses of the model’s response in the case with the split dose with
6h break. T act

switch = 60 min

One can notice, that even without any drug given, the gene state, mRNA
level and the following protein level fluctuates strongly (Fig. 1). This origi-
nates from the stochastic gene switching. Moreover, these fluctuations increase
with the switching time. With the T actswitch = 60min stochastic switching effect
is so strong that the following protein level fluctuations may cause protein
level to drop below the threshold and keep it there for more than 12h. As
a result we can observe the "responding" fraction in cells even without the
drug. This fraction increases as the switching time increases up to 49.1% for
T actswitch = 480 min (Fig. 1 right upper panel).
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Figure 4: Time courses of the model’s response in the case with the split dose with
12h break. T act

switch = 60 min

In the case when the drug was given in a single dose one can notice that
it is enough for the median level of protein to cross the threshold and stays
below longer than 12h (Fig. 2), which results in the significant fraction of the
responding cells (Fig. 6).

Figure 5: Time courses of the model’s response in the case with the split dose with
24h break. T act

switch = 60 min

After the split of the total dose of 4 separate doses, one can notice, that the
single dose equal 25mg/kg is not enough to drive cells to the responding case.
However, what we can expect is that with the sufficiently small break between
the successive doses and long enough drug half-life, we will observe drug
accumulation. Indeed with δ2 = 2.315∗10−5sec−1 and the following drug half-
life, which equals approximately 12h one can notice clear drug accumulation
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for the break length equal to 6h (Fig. 3), slight accumulation for 12h (Fig. 4)
and almost no accumulation for 24h (Fig. 5). The observed drug accumulation
leads to the lower drug level during the treatment, even with no significant
differences in the gene state or mRNA level between the considered cases
(Figs. 3-5). This causes 12.1% of the cells to respond to the treatment in the
case with the break length equal to 6h and T actswitch = 60 min and even more
with higher T actswitch (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: The % of responding cells as a function of T act
switch for various break length

As one can notice in Fig. 1 (right upper panel) even without any drug
for T actswitch long enough one can observe the responding cells. To compensate
that effect I subtracted the corresponding values of the responding cells from
the data received for various drug doses. As a result we can observe only the
drug influence on the cells response (Fig. 6).

In the case of the single dose (Fig. 6 black) the higher T actswitch, the lower the
responding fraction. For the fast enough switch, the stochastic case response
approaching the deterministic one so that the responding fraction becomes
100 % (see [2]). One can notice slight increase of the responding cells fraction
size for the 120min < T actswitch < 240min. This increase is also present in each
break-cases, although it starts faster: for the T actswitch > 1min for break=6h,
T actswitch > 30min for break=12h and T actswitch > 60min for break=24h. It can
be caused by the specific interplay between the stochastic gene switching and
the drug dosage. In this range of the T actswitch both genes may take the state
equal to 0 and stay there long enough to significantly lower the number of
protein molecules, so even the lowered drug level is enough to cause the cell
response. On the other hand, for the higher T actswitch fewer switching events
occurs in the given simulation horizon so that the probability that both genes
take state "0" drops, thus the responding cells fraction drops.
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4. Conclusion. As I showed in the presented paper the stochastic gene
switching process, especially the time expected between successive switching
plays a significant role in the determining of the responding cells fraction in
the considered metronomic therapy. This effect is particularly visible for the
higher T actswitch where the difference between the deterministic case (which gives
0% in the case of the split dose) and stochastic may reach around 25 %. Thus,
this effect cannot be neglected and will be the subject to further research. It
is also worth to mention that drug pharmacokinetics was very simpified in
the presented model to minimize the influence of the other factors beside the
stochastic gene switching on the final result, thus the results may differ when
full ADME processes will be implemented. This will also be the subject of
further research.
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Gra pomiędzy losowym przełączaniem genów a terapią
metronomiczną.
Krzysztof Puszyński

Streszczenie W niniejszej pracy przedstawiam wstepne wyniki badania wzajem-
nych oddziaływan stochastycznego przełaczania genów i pewnych terapii metrono-
micznych. W trakcie badan przeanalizowano odpowiedz prostego modelu genmRNA
- białko na zastosowane terapie metronomiczne. Wyniki wskazuja, ze stochastyczne
przełaczanie genów, w szczególnosci czas pomiedzy kolejnymi przełaczeniami od-
grywa znaczaca role w okresleniu wielkosci frakcji komórek odpowiadajacych na
zastosowana terapie.

Klasyfikacja tematyczna AMS (2010): 92B05; 34C11, 34D20, 34K60, 92C60.

Słowa kluczowe: stochastyczne przełaczanie genów, farmakodynamika, terapie me-
tronomiczne.
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